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A B S T R A C T

Biosouring is commonly encountered during secondary oil recovery when seawater or another high sulfate water
source is utilized for flooding; as a result, effective souring control is of great interest to the oil industry. Here we
describe a laboratory study to evaluate the relative effectiveness of souring interventions through the injection of
nitrate, chlorate and perchlorate, collectively (per)chlorate, solutions and whether in-situ galvanic potential
measurements can be used for convenient and quantitative tracking of sulfide dynamics. Nitrate has typically
been the chemical of choice for souring treatments, while the efficacy of (per)chlorate as a new candidate
inhibitor has only been explored recently. (Per)chlorate is known to inhibit oil reservoir souring via mechanisms
such as toxicity, bio-competitive exclusion and sulfur redox cycling. Two sets of experiments under different
matrix and inoculation conditions were conducted to evaluate treatment efficiency under variable baseline
physical and biogeochemical conditions. Our data demonstrated the sensitivity of the galvanic potential signals
to sulfide concentrations where the sulfide-galvanic potential correlation is similar to the theoretical predictions
based on the Nernst equation, demonstrating the feasibility of using galvanic potential as a quick and economical
method for quantifying in situ sulfide concentrations for tracking reservoir souring processes and subsequent
intervention effectiveness. Our results show that all three chemicals were effective at suppressing sulfidogenesis.
A reactive transport model for perchlorate treatment was developed to simulate the reaction processes and
explore the interactions between the underlying competing mechanisms of this inhibitor. A baseline simulation
captured the temporal patterns of the effluent chemical species. Subsequent simulations in which individual
inhibition mechanisms were systematically removed elucidated the relative role that each inhibition mechanism
played at the different phases of the experiment. The simulation results complement the experimental findings.
Our study supports the potential advantages of souring control with (per)chlorate treatments, and the appli-
cation of galvanic signal as an economic, in-situ monitoring approach for tracking souring dynamics and
treatment efficacy.

1. Introduction

Microbial souring in oil reservoirs, i.e. the production of hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) (via sulfidogenesis) due to the metabolism of sulfate re-
ducing microbes (SRMs), is commonly encountered during the sec-
ondary recovery phase when sea water flooding is applied (Gieg et al.,
2011). Hydrogen sulfide is a corrosive and highly toxic gas that poses
serious threats to oilfield infrastructure, pipelines, and environmental
and human health (Beauchamp et al., 1984; Reiffenstein et al., 1992).
Measures and interventions associated with these threats cost the oil
industry billions of dollars every year (Gregoire et al., 2014).

Currently, the main strategies for reservoir souring control include
sulfate removal from the injection water, H2S scavenging, reservoir
biocide treatment and thermodynamic controls (Gieg et al., 2011).
Amongst these different approaches, thermodynamic control methods
are gaining popularity (Engelbrektson et al., 2014; Gregoire et al.,
2014; Hubert and Voordouw, 2007). Such methods work with the
principles of reaction thermodynamics by injecting energetically more
favorable electron acceptors, such as nitrate, into soured reservoirs
(Voordouw et al., 2009; Hubert, 2010; Hubert and Voordouw, 2007).
Since nitrate reduction is energetically more favorable than sulfate re-
duction, it tends to occur first, outcompeting sulfate reduction for
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limited electron donors (also known as bio-competitive exclusion). In
addition, studies have found direct inhibitory/toxicity effects of nitrite
(an intermediate during nitrate reduction) on microbial sulfate reduc-
tion (Callbeck et al., 2013). Nitrate addition can also stimulate nitrate
reducing, sulfide oxidizing bacteria (NR-SOB) that can remove sulfide
by coupling nitrate reduction to sulfide oxidation (De Gusseme et al.,
2009; Hubert and Voordouw, 2007). While nitrate treatment is the
prevailing souring control option, chlorate and perchlorate, collectively
(per)chlorate, have recently been investigated as new candidate in-
hibitors.

Similar to nitrate, (per)chlorate reduction is also energetically more
favorable than sulfate reduction. Earlier studies have also pointed to
specific inhibitory/toxicity effects of (per)chlorate on sulfate reduction
(Baeuerle and Huttner, 1986; Carlson et al., 2014; He et al., 2010;
Postgate, 1952; Sunde and Torsvik, 2005). In addition, dissimilatory
(per)chlorate reducing microbes (DPRM) innately oxidize H2S to non-
soluble elemental sulfur (Coates and Achenbach, 2004; Coates et al.,
1999; Mehta-Kolte et al., 2017), thus removing the source of souring
from the fluid phase irreversibly. As such, (per)chlorate has been sug-
gested and tested as an alternative, and potentially more effective sul-
fide inhibitor (Engelbrektson et al., 2014; Gregoire et al., 2014).
However, because the microbes that can readily metabolize (per)chlo-
rate are not naturally abundant due to the scarcity of (per)chlorate in
nature, how (per)chlorate addition stimulates DPRMs growth and
functionality toward sulfate inhibition is still under investigation. In
addition, how the (per)chlorate toxicity effect, bio-competitive exclu-
sion effect, and its direct sulfide oxidation effect work in concert to
achieve the overall suppression of sulfate reduction requires further
investigation.

In addition to understanding the mechanisms controlling the ef-
fectiveness of each inhibitor in suppressing sulfide production in oil
reservoirs, effective and economic methods to monitor H2S concentra-
tion are also critical for tracking the progression of biosouring and the
evaluation of the efficacy of any interventions. Currently, such eva-
luations are carried out based on the measurements of H2S concentra-
tions in the production fluids (often the gas phase) at the ground level,
e.g. using the Draeger tube method. These methods provide only dis-
crete measurements that often lack accuracy due to sulfide loss from
pressure change or volatilization during sample handling. In addition,
such methods often require handling of fluids with extreme precaution
due to the toxicity of the sulfide gas even at very low concentrations
(Reiffenstein et al., 1992). The importance of monitoring sulfide evo-
lution during souring and its intervention calls for safe and economic
downhole monitoring strategies capable of measuring sulfide con-
centrations in the reservoir under the in situ pressure and temperature
conditions, without human exposure, in real time, continuously, and at
low cost. Downhole in situ measurements also allow sulfide monitoring
in injection or production wells during the idle periods when no fluid
samples are available for direct measurements.

Electrochemical methods offer the potential to meet these challen-
ging monitoring objectives. It is well recognized that redox active ions,
sulfide in this case, can be detected using electrochemical methods
based on redox (i.e. galvanic) reactions occurring between a measure-
ment electrode situated in the sulfide monitoring zone and a reference
electrode outside of the monitoring zone due to the presence of a redox
gradient between these two electrodes that drives half cell reactions.
Metals including platinum, silver, copper and gold amalgam alloy are
amongst the materials that have been studied for sulfide detection and
the sensitivity of these electrodes has been tested in the laboratory and
some field studies (Brendel and Luther, 1995; Kapusta et al., 1983;
Personna et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2010). For example, Williams et al. (2007, 2010),
Personna et al. (2008) and Zhang et al. (2010) conducted experiments
on microbial sulfate reduction and found a correlation between sulfide
occurrence and a decrease of the electrodic potential of Ag/AgCl and
Cu/CuSO4 electrodes. Kapusta et al. (1983) studied the effect of sulfide

oxidation on platinum electrode surface and associated electrochemical
signals. Brendel and Luther (1995) demonstrated the sensitivity of gold
amalgam alloy electrodes to dissolved sulfide (along with several other
redox sensitive species) in aqueous solutions using voltammetric
methods. While the sensitivity of galvanic signal to the presence of
sulfide has been demonstrated, studies on the accuracy of galvanic
measurements in providing quantitative estimation of sulfide con-
centration have been limited, particularly for systems undergoing
complex biogeochemical treatments in complex aqueous geochemical
conditions commonly encountered in the oilfield reservoirs.

The objectives of this study were to (1) evaluate the relative efficacy
of souring interventions through the injection of nitrate, chlorate and
perchlorate solutions and explore the different mechanisms (i.e. toxi-
city, bio-competitive exclusion, direct sulfide oxidation) contributing to
their inhibition effects on sulfidogenesis, (2) investigate the specific
mechanisms underlying the effectiveness of the perchlorate treatment
via reactive transport modeling of the system, and (3) explore the
feasibility of galvanic potential measurements for rapid and quantita-
tive monitoring of souring and desouring processes. Microbes from the
San Francisco bay water were incubated and used to induce the souring
conditions in the laboratory experiments, similar to the microbial
community introduced into offshore oil reservoirs during the secondary
recovery with seawater injection.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Column experiments

Two sets of column experiments with different mineral matrices and
inoculation strategies were conducted in order to assess the impacts of
solid matrix and treatment procedures on souring development, souring
treatments efficiency and the associated galvanic potential signals. Four
columns were set up in each set of experiments (sandstone and bay
mud); eight columns were set up in total. Each column received one
type of treatment that included nitrate, chlorate, perchlorate and con-
trol (no treatment) (Fig. 1). The bay mud and sandstone columns were
ran for ~20, and 50 days, respectively. All experiments were conducted
under room temperature (20 ± 2 °C), and ambient pressure conditions
with additional 1–2 PSI nitrogen (N2) head space pressure at the in-
fluent bottles.

Both unconsolidated and consolidated matrices were evaluated. The
unconsolidated column experiments were conducted using pre-soured
Ottawa sand and San Francisco bay mud mixture packed in transparent
PVC columns (3″ ID × 7″ length, hereafter referred to as bay mud
columns). While not measured, due to the unconsolidated nature of the
material, the expected permeability of the packed column was in the
range of a few Darcies. The bay mud/bay water matrix served as the
source of the microbial community, including sulfate reducers, in-
digenous to the marine environment (bay water/mud and microbial
inoculum obtained from Engelbrektson and Coates lab at UC Berkeley).
The bay mud and bay water mixture was incubated and pre-soured with
2 g/L yeast extract under anaerobic and ambient temperature condi-
tions for several days to enrich the microbes before packed into the
columns.

A second set of column experiments was conducted with Berea
sandstone cores (Cleveland Quarries, 1.5″ ID × 4″ length, hereafter
referred to as sandstone columns) cast with epoxy resin in PVC col-
umns. Berea is a well-characterized quarried sandstone used for re-
servoir petrophysics studies. The purpose of the epoxy casting was to
eliminate wall effects on laminar flow in the columns (Cohen and
Metzner, 1981). The sandstone cores were sterilized at 120 °C for 2 h
before the experiment. The permeability of the sandstone cores is
~100 milliDarcy as measured by gas permeametry, at least an order of
magnitude smaller than that of the bay mud columns. Four columns
were also setup for this experiment: one as the control column that was
soured but received no desouring treatments and three other columns
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treated with nitrate, chlorate and perchlorate, respectively, after the
initial souring conditions had been established. Microbes enriched from
San Francisco Bay mud were used to inoculate the sandstone columns in
order to achieve similar initial microbial community condition with the
bay mud columns.

For both sets of columns, water obtained from San Francisco Bay
was used as the saturating media as well as the carrier fluid for nu-
trients and treatments throughout the experiments. The selection of bay
water was made to simulate secondary recovery with seawater flooding
and to evaluate the effects of high salinity and complex water chemistry
on the souring process, the effectiveness of the treatments, and on the
measured galvanic signals. 2 g/L yeast extract was added to the bay
water as the nutrient source and 50–60 mM nitrate, chlorate and per-
chlorate solutions were injected into the three different treatment col-
umns respectively during the desouring phase. All solutions were au-
toclaved at ~120 °C for 1 h and kept under nitrogen headspace
(1–2 psi) throughout the experiments to maintain an anaerobic en-
vironment similar to the conditions in the oil reservoirs. The flow rates
were regulated with peristaltic pumps and maintained at ~2 pore vo-
lumes per day for both sets of columns throughout the experiments.
Desouring treatments in both sets of columns were started once sig-
nificant amounts of sulfide were measured in the column effluents with
colorimetric methods (Cline, 1969; Cord-Ruwisch, 1985). For these
colorimetric methods, chemical reagents, including N, N-dimethyl-p-
phenylenediamine sulfate, ferric chloride, copper sulfate and hydro-
chloric acid were used to develop colors with intensity proportional to
sulfide concentration before measurements with spectrometers at 480
or 670 nm wavelengths. Other key effluent geochemistry parameters
(sulfate, nitrate, chlorate and perchlorate) were measured with Ion
Chromatography (Dionex).

Ag/AgCl electrodes were used to measure the galvanic signals from
both sets of columns. The reference electrodes were installed on the
upstream influent tubing separated from the columns in order to avoid
sulfide contamination, thus providing a stable reference (Fig. 1). The
measurement electrodes were installed in the middle of the columns,
penetrating ~1 cm into the mineral matrices. The measurements were
made based on the galvanic reactions between the reference electrodes
and the measurement electrodes when bridged by a high impedance
voltmeter (Fluke). The half cell and overall reactions of the galvanic cell
are given below (Williams et al., 2007):

+ → + =− − ECathode AgCl 1e Ag Cl 0.22 Vhalf(s) (s)
0

(aq)
0

(1)

+ + → + = −+ − − EAnode Ag S H 2e 2Ag HS 0.27 Vhalf2 (s) (s)
0

(aq)
0

(2)

+ → + + =− + − EOverall 2AgCl HS Ag S H 2Cl Δ 0.49 V(s) (aq) s (s) (aq) 0

(3)

The reference electrode serves as the cathode that undergoes re-
ductive reaction (Ag+ → Ag0) while the measurement electrodes acts as
the anode that undergoes oxidation (Ag0 → Ag+); the potential differ-
ence between the two electrodes can be calculated based on the Nernst
equation (Stock and Orna, 1989):

∆ = ∆ −
+ −

−
E E

n
0.0592 V log [H ][Cl ]

[HS ]
0

2

(4)

where ΔE is the measured galvanic potential, ΔE0 is the standard gal-
vanic potential (here, ΔE0 = 0.49 V) when the concentrations of the
ions involved in the reactions are at 1 M, and n (here, n = 2) is the
number of electrons transferred when one HS− molecule is reacted. The
Nernst equation predicts a logarithmic correlation between sulfide
concentration and galvanic potential, which provides the basis for
sulfide quantification with galvanic potential measurements.

2.2. Reactive transport modeling

A multicomponent reactive transport simulator, CrunchTope
(Steefel and Maher, 2009; Druhan et al., 2012; Druhan et al., 2013;
Druhan et al., 2014), was used to model the biogeochemical and flow
processes in the perchlorate treated columns. In this study, we focused
on perchlorate as experimental and modeling studies on its efficacy as
souring treatment are relatively fewer (Engelbrektson et al., 2014;
Cheng et al., 2016; Mehta-Kolte et al., 2017) than that of nitrate. A
general reactive transport equation for chemical species, I, is re-
presented as:

∑ ∑ ∑
∂

∂
= ∇⋅ ∇ − ∇⋅ − − −

= = =

ϕS C
t

ϕS D C qC v R v Rg v R
( )

( ) ( )L i
L i i i

j

Nj

ij j
g

Ng

ig
m

Nm

im m
1 1 1

(5)

where, the term on the left hand side is the accumulation term and the
terms on the right hand side are diffusion, advection and reaction terms
(Rj: aqueous phase reactions, Rg: gas reactions, Rm: mineral reactions),
respectively. ϕ is porosity, SL is liquid saturation, Ci is concentration
(mol kg−1

water), D is the diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1) and q is the Darcy
flux (m s−1) (Steefel et al., 2014; Druhan et al., 2014).

Fig. 1. The experiment setup for the biosouring and desouring treatments. Four columns were setup for each experiment with one control (no treatment) column and one for each of the
treatments with nitrate, chlorate and perchlorate. Ag/AgCl electrodes were used as the cathode and anode electrodes for galvanic monitoring. The galvanic potentials were measured with
a voltmeter.
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Microorganisms (MB) mediate the reaction between an electron
donor and an electron acceptor (i.e. sulfate and perchlorate in this
study) to derive energy for growth and maintenance. The conceptual
approach as described in Rittman and MaCarty (2001) has been
adopted in CrunchTope to relate bacterial growth and energetics. Mi-
crobially mediated reactions are divided into two main components:
catabolic and anabolic. For each mole of electron donor/substrate
oxidized, a fraction, fe, is used for energy production (catabolic). The
remaining fraction, fs (where fs+ fe= 1), is conserved by the micro-
bial biomass for cell synthesis (anabolic). The main reactions involving
sulfate and perchlorate reduction are showing in Table 1 below.
Readers are referred to Rittman and MaCarty (2001) for detailed de-
rivation of the stoichiometric equations. Rates of microbially mediated
reactions are described as follows:

=r μ K[MB] T (6)

where, r (mol kg−1
water day−1) is rate of the reaction as mediated by MB

(represented as C5H7O2N), μ (mol mol−1
C5H7O2N day−1) is the maximum

specific utilization rate. Kinetic constraints on the reaction rate by
electron acceptors/donors and inhibitors are mathematically re-
presented as:

=
+ + +

K
K K

K
K

[eDonor]
[eDonor]

[eAcceptor]
[eAcceptor] [Inhibitor]T

eDonor eAcceptor

Inhibitor

Inhibitor

(7)

KeDonor/eAcceptor (mol kg−1
water) is the half saturation (affinity con-

stant) of the electron donor/acceptor, while KInhibitor (mol kg−1
water) is the

inhibition constant.
The kinetic parameters of the reactions in Table 1 are listed below in

Table 2.
The inhibition constants of the reactions in Table 1 are shown in

Table 3.

2.3. Model setup and simulations

A reactive transport model of the sandstone column was developed.
The simulation domain consisted of 100 nodes; each with a resolution

of 0.001 m (1 mm). Porosity was set at 0.15. A constant flow velocity of
two pore volumes day−1 was prescribed based on the experimental
condition.

As discussed above, known mechanisms by which perchlorate in-
hibits sulfide production include: (1) direct toxicity/inhibitory effects
on SRM activities by perchlorate (Postgate, 1952; Baeuerle and Huttner,
1986; Carlson et al., 2014), (2) indirect inhibition of the SRM through
competition for electron donors from DPRM (Engelbrektson et al.,
2014), and (3) perchlorate reducing sulfide oxidizing (PRSO) activity of
the DPRM (Mehta-Kolte et al., 2017), oxidizing sulfide to elemental
sulfur. Mehta-Kolte et al. (2017) showed that perchlorate reducers
mediate both heterotrophic perchlorate reduction and perchlorate re-
duction linked to sulfide oxidation (reactions 2 & 3 in Tables 1) in batch
culture experiments. However, the latter mechanism is preferred and no
growth is observed in association with this mechanism. On the other
hand, perchlorate reducers grow during heterotrophic perchlorate re-
duction, a pathway that is inhibited in the presence of sulfide. To model
this, we used the same DPRM population to mediate both pathways,
with a sulfide inhibition constant applied to heterotrophic perchlorate
reduction (Table 3).

Yeast extract (2 g/L) is used as an electron donor in the experiment.
A simple anaerobic bottle experiment with San Francisco Bay water,
sediment and yeast extract showed that 1 g/L yeast extract reduced
18.2 mM sulfate, equivalent to ~20 mM of acetate according to our
reaction stoichiometry (Table 1). Therefore in our simulation, 2 g/L of
yeast extract is represented by 40 mM acetate. Next, we need to con-
strain the amount of NH4 to represent in the simulations. Yeast extract
typically contains 10–11 wt% N. For 1 g/L yeast extract, this is
equivalent to 7.5 mM N. Therefore, 15 mM NH4 is used in our simula-
tions.

Once established, the reactive transport models were used to ex-
plore the importance of different microbial-mediated pathways under
varying geochemical conditions. The following scenarios were explored
to isolate the effect of different inhibition mechanisms to sulfide pro-
duction: (a) All mechanisms included (Table 1, reactions 1–3), (b) di-
rect toxicity/inhibition effects from perchlorate on sulfate reduction
excluded, (c) heterotrophic perchlorate reduction excluded (excluding
reaction 2 in Table 1), and (d) perchlorate reduction, sulfide oxidation
excluded (reaction 3 in Table 1). These simulation results were com-
pared with the geochemical data from the experiments to understand
their relative contribution/importance to the overall reaction processes
over time.

3. Results

3.1. Sulfide and galvanic potential

Microbial sulfate reduction as the initial condition/phase of the
experiments was successfully stimulated in both sets of columns. The
evolution of sulfide concentrations from the effluents and the galvanic
potentials measured in the middle of the columns for the bay mud

Table 1
Microbial reactions modeled. Values of fs and fe are determined by the types of electron
donors and acceptors involved in the reaction using free energy values as described in
Rittman and MaCarty (2001).

Microbial reactions

1 Sulfate reduction (SO4
2− → H2S(aq)) (fs = 0.08, fe= 0.92)

0.115SO4
2− + 0.125DOC + 0.004NH3 + 0.23H2O + 0.01H+ →

0.004C5H7O2NSRB + 0.23HCO3
− + 0.115HS−

2 Heterotrophic perchlorate reduction (ClO4
2− → Cl−) (fs = 0.45, fe= 0.55)

0.05625ClO4
2− + 0.125DOC + 0.0275NH4

+ + 0.0525H2O→
0.0275C5H7O2NPRB + 0.2475HCO3

− + 0.05625Cl− + 0.2475H+

3 Perchlorate reduction sulfide oxidation (HS− → S(aq)) (fs= 0.0, fe= 1.0)
0.125ClO4

− + 0.5H+ + 0.5HS− → 0.125Cl− + 0.5H2O + 0.5S(aq)

Table 2
Kinetic parameters of reactions in Table 1.

Microbial reactions (from
Table 1)

μ (mol mol-
cell−1 day−1)

Kacceptor Kdonor

(mol kg−1
water)

1 264a 5.0 × 10−4b 1.0 × 10−3c

2 132 1.0 × 10−2 1.0 × 10−2

3 176 5.0 × 10−3 5.0 × 10−3

a Druhan et al. (2012, 2014), Jin and Roden (2011), Cheng et al. (2016).
b Pallud and Van Cappellen (2006), Porter et al. (2007), Fang et al. (2009), Li et al.

(2009), Jin and Roden (2011), Druhan et al. (2012, 2014), Cheng et al. (2016).
c Pallud and Van Cappellen (2006), Porter et al. (2007), Fang et al. (2009), Li et al.

(2009), Jin and Roden (2011), Druhan et al. (2012, 2014), Cheng et al. (2016).

Table 3
Inhibition constants of reactions in Table 1 and decay constants of microorganisms.

Microbial reactions (from Table 1) Inhibitor Kinhib (mol kg−1
water)

2 Perchlorate 1.5 × 10−3a

3 Sulfide 2.0 × 10−3

Microorganism Decay constant
(day−1)

Sulfate reducing microorganism 2.0 × 10−2b

Perchlorate reducing
microorganism

2.0 × 10−2

a Range: 2.0 × 10−3–30.0 × 10−3 M based on Carlson et al. (2014).
b Range: 2.0 × 10−3–2.0 × 10−2 Yabusaki et al. (2011), Druhan et al. (2012, 2014),

Cheng et al. (2016).
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columns are shown in Fig. 2. The Ottawa sand and bay mud mixture
was pre-soured before being packed into the columns and our data
showed sulfide concentrations ranging from 12 to 20 mM at the be-
ginning of the experiments (the sour phase) (Fig. 2A), indicating sus-
tained, significant microbial sulfate reduction in the bay mud columns
during seawater injection. Concurrently, galvanic potential measure-
ments showed a strong signal at ~−630 mV (Fig. 2B) during this initial
souring phase, indicating a strong reducing condition in the columns
due to the production of sulfide. During the second phase, desouring
treatments with nitrate, chlorate and perchlorate were successful, in-
dicated by the decrease in effluent sulfide concentrations in all three
treatment columns, while sulfide concentrations in the control (no
treatment) column sustained at ~20 mM throughout the experiments
(Fig. 2A).

In contrast to the bay mud columns that were pre-soured before the
experiment started, microbial inoculation and subsequent sulfidogen-
esis occurred after column setup and flow establishment in the sand-
stone columns. Galvanic monitoring of the sandstone columns started
before microbial inoculation. Sulfide concentrations measurements
started immediately after the microbial inoculation at day −13 (day 0
being the start of the desouring treatments) and showed an increase
from 0 to ~24 mM at the effluent within ~14 days (Fig. 3A). Accom-
panying microbial sulfate reduction was a steep decrease of galvanic
potential measurements from ~0 mV to ~−650 mV (Fig. 3B), in-
dicating a strong decrease of the redox potentials similar to the ob-
servation from the bay mud columns. Desouring treatments in the
sandstone columns were similarly successful when compared to the bay
mud columns, showing decreases of sulfide concentrations to below
detection limits over time.

During the desouring treatments of the bay mud columns, while the
galvanic potential measurements in the control columns stayed stable at
~−630 mV, the measurements in the treated columns increased to
~−400 mV, in responding to the decrease in sulfide concentrations

(Fig. 2B). We note two additional features of the galvanic potential
response from Fig. 2: (a) galvanic response lagged sulfide concentration
changes by ~2 days, and (b) a remnant galvanic potential of
~−400 mV still existed at the end of the experiment for all three
treated columns. Galvanic responses from the desouring treatment of
the sandstone columns were very similar to the bay mud columns,
showing an increase over time with a lagged response by a few days and
a remnant value at ~−200 mV to −300 mV at the end of the ex-
periments (Fig. 3B).

It is important to note that while continuous and rapid decrease of
sulfide concentrations were observed for both sets of the experiments
treated with nitrate and chlorate, the perchlorate treated columns
showed a distinct phased and delayed response (Figs. 2A, 3A). Speci-
fically, the sulfide concentrations in the perchlorate treated columns
initially dropped approximately by 70%, then followed by a few days of
rebound by ~5 mM before further decreasing to below the detection
limit. This was observed for both the bay mud and the sandstone col-
umns regardless of their differences in matrix properties, hydraulic
conditions and microbial inoculation strategies. This provides insights
on the different sulfidogenesis inhibition mechanisms from perchlorate
treatments, which will be discussed later.

3.2. Effluent sulfate and inhibitors

In addition to sulfide and galvanic potential measurements, effluent
sulfate and chemical inhibitor concentrations (i.e. nitrate, chlorate and
perchlorate) were also monitored in both sets of columns in order to
better explore the different biogeochemical mechanisms driving sulfi-
dogenesis and inhibition for different treatments.

The dynamic change of the effluent sulfate concentrations with time
revealed distinct differences between the different treatments in the bay
mud columns (Fig. 4A). The control column showed low sulfate
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concentrations (< 5 mM) throughout the experiments due to sustained
sulfidogenesis. Upon beginning the desouring treatments at day 0, the
nitrate treated columns showed a near continuous increase in sulfate
concentration until they stabilized at the end of the experiment. The
chlorate treated column showed a stepped increase in sulfate con-
centrations which plateaued (day 2–5) after an initial sharp increase,
and were followed by an additional increase before concentrations
stabilized at near influent values. Unlike nitrate and chlorate, sulfate
concentrations in the perchlorate treated column showed a very dif-
ferent behavior. Specifically, an initial sharp increase was observed
from day 0–2, similar to nitrate and chlorate columns, but were fol-
lowed by a period of graduate decrease to almost complete dis-
appearance from day 2–8 before further increasing to concentrations
comparable to the nitrate and chlorate treated columns at the end of the
experiments. Note that the decrease of effluent sulfate concentrations in
the perchlorate treated column from day 2–8 coincided with the in-
crease of sulfide concentrations (Fig. 2A) while their magnitudes were
different (i.e. > 20 mM sulfate decrease vs. 5 mM sulfide increase),
indicating a loss of total sulfur mass from the aqueous phase.

Effluent inhibitor concentrations provided an additional important
dataset for exploring sulfidogenesis inhibition mechanisms during the
different treatments (Fig. 4B). After an initial sharp increase of the in-
hibitor concentrations following the starting of the flow (day 0–2),
sharp decrease of effluent concentrations over the next 4–6 days was
only observed for nitrate until their near complete utilization for the
rest of the treatments. While a continued decreasing trend for chlorate
is shown, chlorate consumption was sustained at a relatively slow rate
from day 2–5 before a sharp increase. Similar to chlorate, the per-
chlorate concentrations stayed at relatively high level with only slight
decrease before a sharp decrease to below the detection level. Note that
the nitrate consumption rates reached the maximal level earlier than
both chlorate and perchlorate.

Effluent sulfate and chemical inhibitor concentrations in the sand-
stone columns showed similar behavior for nitrate column, yet different
for chlorate and perchlorate columns when compared with the bay mud
columns (Fig. 5). Specifically, the effluent concentrations of chlorate
and perchlorate were sustained at> 50% influent level throughout the
experiments, particularly for chlorate where only minor consumption
was evident for a short period. Although the experiment was conducted
for a much longer time (~50 days), the chlorate/perchlorate behavior
is similar to the initial phase of the bay mud columns (day 2–8). The
sandstone columns did not progress into total consumption of chlorate
and perchlorate even at the end of the experiment, contrasting to the
observations from the bay mud columns.

Despite the minimal consumption of chlorate and perchlorate, sul-
fate reduction appeared to be suppressed in the sandstone columns,
supported by the rebound of sulfate concentrations (Fig. 5A) and the
disappearance of sulfide from the effluents (Fig. 3A). Note that the
sulfate concentration in the perchlorate treated column never re-
bounded to the influent level at the end of the experiment despite the
complete disappearance of sulfide.

3.3. Model simulations

In the perchlorate treated sandstone column, the model reproduced
the observed trends of effluent sulfate, sulfide, and perchlorate data
(blue lines, Fig. 6). Data showed that perchlorate breakthrough and
effluent concentration increased rapidly within 5 days to influent con-
centration values, before gradually decreasing to around 27 mM for the
period at the end of the experiment (Fig. 6a). The initial breakthrough
of perchlorate was accompanied by rapid decrease of sulfide con-
centrations to ~8 mM, followed by a rebound to ~11 mM before ra-
pidly dropping to 0 mM around day 24 (Fig. 6b). Thereafter, effluent
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sulfide concentration remained undetectable till the end of the experi-
ment. The behavior of effluent sulfate was inverse of that of the effluent
sulfide. The initial breakthrough of perchlorate was accompanied by
rapid increase of sulfate concentrations to 13.7 mM, followed by a short
reduction period that corresponds to the rebound of the sulfide con-
centration. After the reduction period, effluent sulfate continued to
increase to ~15 mM till the end of the experiment. Fig. 6 also showed
simulation results excluding direct toxicity/inhabitation effects (No
inhib, red line), heterotrophic perchlorate reduction (No HPR, green
line) or perchlorate reduction sulfide oxidation (No PRSO, orange line)
to explore the relative contribution from the different reaction path-
ways. The results demonstrated the relative impacts of the disparate
processes on the effluent chemistry.

4. Discussion

The similarity and distinct differences between the system responses
to the different treatments provided important dataset to explore the
variable thermodynamic processes controlling sulfidogenesis inhabita-
tion for the different treatments.

4.1. Sulfide and galvanic potential responses

Regardless of the differences in mineral matrix and inoculation
conditions between the bay mud and sandstone columns, the sulfide
concentrations evolved similarly in both sets of experiments in re-
sponding to the treatments with nitrate, chlorate or perchlorate.
Namely, a quick decrease of sulfide concentrations to non-detectable
level in nitrate and chlorate treated columns and a plateau followed by
slight increase before further decrease for perchlorate treated columns.

Without considering the different inhibition mechanisms (to be
discussed later), these datasets demonstrated the effectiveness and
consistency of all three treatments under different physical and geo-
chemical conditions (Figs. 2A, 3A). Similar to the sulfide evolution, the
galvanic potential measurements also showed consistency between
these two sets of experiments (Figs. 2B, 3B). In order to evaluate the
efficacy of utilizing galvanic potential measurements for quantitative
sulfide monitoring, the correlation between the galvanic potential
measurements and the sulfide concentrations was analyzed combining
datasets from both sets of columns (Fig. 7). For comparison, theoreti-
cally calculated galvanic potentials from the Nernst equation (Eq. (4))
were also shown based on the averaged geochemical parameters mea-
sured for the bay water used in the experiments (pH = 7.8, chloride
concentration at ~485 mM).

A logarithmic correlation between the sulfide concentration and the
galvanic potential measurement is apparent from Fig. 7 (R2 ~ 0.711).
This correlation is similar to the theoretical calculation based on the
Nernst equation, but with a vertical shift of ~50 mV at high sulfide
concentrations and a slight difference in slope. This discrepancy could
result from a few possible reasons that include (a) the imperfection of
the Ag/AgCl electrodes (i.e. deviation from the standard electrode po-
tential) used in the experiments, (b) the aging and electrochemical
changes of the electrodes during the experiment (e.g. anode electrode
changing from Ag/AgCl to a Ag/AgCl/Ag2S mix according to Eq. (2),
altering surface exposure and ionic diffusion), (c) the variability and
uncertainty in the measurements of pH, chloride and sulfide con-
centrations (particularly for sulfide due to its volatility leading to loss
during sample handling), and (d) the discrepancy between where the
sulfide concentrations were measured (effluent) and where the galvanic
potential electrodes were positioned (middle of the columns). Despite
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these caveats, the observed correlation between the sulfide concentra-
tions and the galvanic potential measurements between these two sets
of experiments under different conditions is similar to each other and
close to the theoretical prediction, demonstrating the feasibility for
quantifying sulfide concentrations based on simple and fast galvanic
potential measurements.

The logarithmic correlation between the sulfide concentration and
the galvanic potential shown in Fig. 7 points to the fact that changes in
sulfide concentrations over a few orders of magnitude are readily re-
solvable through galvanic potential measurements, particularly during
the onset of sulfate reduction, where a very small amount (e.g. sub-
micromolar) of sulfide production can result in a large change of gal-
vanic potentials from ~0 mV to a few hundred millivolts below zero. In
fact, the remnant galvanic potential observed at the end of the ex-
periments for both sets of columns (~−200 mV and ~−400 mV for
bay mud and sandstone columns, respectively) could have resulted
from very low concentrations of sulfide still present in the vicinity of
the electrodes at the end of the experiments but were below the de-
tection limits (0.001 mM for Cline assay and 0.1 mM for Cord-Ruwisch
assay). Another possible reason for the remnant galvanic potential ob-
served at the end of the experiments could be related to the electro-
chemical alterations of the anode electrodes imbedded in the middle of
the column. Over time, Ag0 dissolved with concurrent Ag2S precipita-
tion on the measurement electrodes, which could alter the potential of
the anode electrodes irreversibly. Tests of these altered electrodes
against unaltered Ag/AgCl electrodes in bay water after the experi-
ments showed ~−200 mV to −300 mV differences in the electrode
potentials, supporting this hypothesis. The irreversible alteration of the
measurement electrodes in the monitoring process is a limitation of this
particular technology for long-term field deployment, and an optimal
monitoring approach will exhibit a fully reversible (or regenerable)
response to capture variations in souring and desouring treatment re-
sponse over a long deployment time.

We should also point out that the lag of the galvanic potential re-
sponse to sulfide concentrations shown in Figs. 2 and 3 could possibly
be related to the delayed changes of sulfide concentrations in the im-
mediate vicinity of the measurement electrodes that were located close
to the edge of the porous media. The timescale of this delay was likely
related to the hydraulic properties (e.g. both overall and local perme-
ability) of the solid matrix that affect solute transport, diffusion and
reactions.

To assess the applicability of galvanic potential signals for in situ
sulfide monitoring under oilfield reservoir conditions, the effects of
elevated temperature and pressure conditions typical to hydrocarbon
reservoirs need to be considered. While not tested, elevated tempera-
ture and pressure can affect galvanic potential by changing dissolved
sulfide concentrations if excessive amount of sulfide is present and
oversaturation is reached. The solubility of hydrogen sulfide decreases
within increasing temperature, and at 60 °C and ambient pressure, the
water solubility of hydrogen sulfide is ~44 mM, which is moderately
higher than typical sulfate concentration in seawater (< 30 mM). This
indicates that seawater is typically under-saturated with respect to
sulfide even at 60 °C and assumes total conversion of sulfate to sulfide
from microbial sulfate reduction. Therefore, temperature changes
within a certain range (at least up to 60 °C) will not affect dissolved
sulfide concentration directly. Similarly, we do not expect an effect
from elevated pressure on sulfide concentration either in our study.
However, while it is out of our scope, we note that elevated pressure
and temperature conditions will likely affect microbial community
composition and metabolic activity, which can subsequently affect
sulfate reduction.

While our experiments demonstrate that the galvanic potential
measurements can be used to monitor reservoir biogenic sulfide pro-
duction and treatments under complex physical and geochemical con-
ditions, additional developments are needed before it can be used for
in-situ deployment in the oilfield reservoirs. These include the critical

need to enhance the robustness/regenerability of the electrodes over a
long monitoring period, and the design and integration of the galvanic
monitoring system with existing oilfield wellbore infrastructure to
allow downhole deployment and continuous and autonomous mon-
itoring.

4.2. Sulfide inhibition mechanisms of nitrate treatment

In this experiment, nitrate treatment was effective at reducing sul-
fide concentrations to undetectable levels rapidly within a few days.
Nitrate is known for effective stimulation of naturally abundant nitrate
reducing bacteria that can outcompete sulfate reducers for electron
donors (bio-competitive exclusion), making it attractive for souring
control. In this work, the most rapid consumption of nitrate amongst
the three treatments suggested the rapid response of the nitrate re-
ducers to the stimulation and its immediate effectiveness in suppressing
sulfidogenesis (Figs. 4B, 5B). Based on the mass conservation of the
total sulfur species in the aqueous phase (i.e. the total mass of sulfate
and sulfide), nitrate treatments appeared to have a pure bio-competi-
tive exclusion effect in our experiments without noticeable effects from
NR-SOBs that can directly oxide sulfide to elemental sulfur to cause a
reduction of the total sulfur mass in the fluid phase. For bio-competitive
exclusion to be effective enough mass of nitrate needs to be injected to
exhaust the electron donors (e.g. acetate and VOCs in oil phase) in
order to prevent their utilization by sulfate reducers. Engelbrektson
et al. (2014) showed an increase in the sulfide concentration in nitrate
treated columns after an initial period of inhibition, indicating un-
sustainable performance of nitrate as a sulfidogenesis inhibitor over the
longer term following depletion of nitrate.

4.3. Sulfide inhibition mechanisms of (per)chlorate treatments –
geochemical data

As discussed above, while nitrate treatment were effective at redu-
cing sulfide concentrations to undetectable levels rapidly within a few
days, a distinctly different response from (per)chlorate treatments were
observed in both sets of experiments as shown in Figs. 2A and 3A. We
explored the potential differences in the underlying mechanisms
driving the responses of the system to (per)chlorate based on the geo-
chemical data presented above.

Chlorate and perchlorate treatments resulted in different sulfide and
sulfate responses when compared with nitrate. Data from the bay mud
columns showed a larger initial suppression effect on sulfide con-
centrations in the first 2–3 days from chlorate and perchlorate treated
columns when compared with nitrate column (Fig. 2A). This was ac-
companied by a concurrent larger rebound of the sulfate concentrations
(Fig. 4A), indicating a large immediate effect of the chlorate and per-
chlorate treatments on sulfidogenesis. Similar patterns in effluent sul-
fide/sulfate concentrations were also observed by Engelbrektson et al.
(2014). While microbial analysis were not conducted for this experi-
ment, in Engelbrektson et al. (2014) where the same microbial in-
oculants with this experiments were used, analysis revealed dramatic
differences in the microbial community shift between these different
treatments. Specifically, chlorate and perchlorate treatments showed a
suppressive/inhibitory effect on the microbial community when com-
pared with the untreated controls, supported by a significant decrease
in the abundance of SRMs. Engelbrektson et al. (2014) attributed this
observation to the specific inhibitory/toxicity effects on SRMs by
chlorate and perchlorate. In their study, Carlson et al. (2014) concluded
that (per)chlorate act as direct inhibitors of the central sulfate-reduc-
tion pathway, and that (per)chlorate are more potent inhibitors than
nitrate in both pure cultures and communities. This inhibitory/toxicity
effect is likely the cause of the immediate suppression of sulfate re-
duction in chlorate and perchlorate treated columns at the beginning of
the treatment. While the bio-competitive exclusion and sulfide oxida-
tion may also be at work, they may not be as significant since in the
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early stage, (per)chlorate reducing microbes were much lower in
abundance in comparison to the SRMs, which were allowed to grow
during the initial souring phase.

Following the initial toxicity effects, subsequent responses between
the chlorate and perchlorate treated columns deviated from each other.
This is best illustrated by the sulfate data in the bay mud columns
(Fig. 4A). From day 2–8, the sulfate concentration in the chlorate
treated column showed a short plateau before starting to increase again
until reaching a stable concentration close to the influent concentration
(~29 mM). The sulfate plateau was accompanied by concurrent and
continued decrease of sulfide concentration (Fig. 2A), indicating a loss
of the total sulfur mass from the aqueous phase. This suggests possible
precipitation of non-soluble sulfur species, most likely elemental sulfur.
Direct sulfide oxidation by DPRMs has been shown in previous studies
(Coates and Achenbach, 2004; Coates et al., 1999; Gregoire et al.,
2014). While no growth benefit for the microbes are known, recent
studies have shown the preferential utilization of sulfide by certain
DPRM strains as the electron donor over other physiological electron
donors, such as acetate or lactate (Mehta-Kolte et al., 2017). Indeed,
yellow precipitates (image not shown) were observed in the chlorate
treated bay mud columns, which, although not analyzed in this study,
was presumably elemental sulfur. Following this transitional period,
sulfate concentration in chlorate column increased to a stable con-
centration close to the influent, suggesting a complete suppression of
sulfidogenesis, likely due to combined effects of toxicity and bio-com-
petitive exclusion of sulfate reduction.

Unlike the chlorate column that showed a stable or increasing sul-
fate concentration after treatment started, sulfate response in per-
chlorate treated column showed a continuous and significant decrease
from day 2–8 (Fig. 4A), which is accompanied by a concurrent increase
in sulfide concentration (Fig. 2A). A brief rebound of sulfidogenesis,
indicated a possible weaker toxicity effect from perchlorate when
compared with chlorate treatment. Carlson et al. (2014) showed chlo-
rate is more inhibitory to sulfide production than perchlorate. In their
study, the concentration at which chlorate inhibit 50% of sulfidogenesis
(i.e. IC50) is lower (1.6 mM) than that of perchlorate (2.3 mM). Note
that, during this period the total sulfur mass in the aqueous phase
showed a continuous decrease, pointing to direct sulfide oxidation from
DPRMs (i.e. precipitation of elemental sulfur), similar to the observa-
tion from the chlorate column. After this transitional period, a quick
rebound of the sulfate concentration was observed in the perchlorate
treated column (Fig. 4A), accompanied by the concurrent decrease of
sulfide concentration to below the detection limit. Taken together with
the decrease in perchlorate concentration at around the same time
(~day 8, Fig. 4B), these trends suggest that sulfidogenesis was also
controlled by bio-competitive exclusion of sulfate reduction. Similar to
Engelbrektson et al. (2014), while our geochemical data suggested the
actions of three known inhibitory mechanism of (per)chlorate at work,
it remained a challenge to elucidate the relative impacts of each me-
chanism.

4.4. Sulfide inhibition mechanisms of perchlorate treatment – reactive
transport modeling

An integrated approach in which RTM simulation results were
coupled to geochemical data to gain additional insights into the inter-
actions between the underlying competing mechanisms of perchlorate
was utilized. RTMs are processed based models that integrate disparate
processes described by known mathematical formulations, allowing
users to assess system response to environmental changes, or perform
numerical experiments in times when data are not available (Li et al.,
2017). The recent souring treatment experiment conducted by
Engelbrektson et al. (2014) identified toxicity, sulfide oxidation and
bio-competitive exclusion of sulfate reduction at work in perchlorate
treatment. However, the experiment was not designed to elucidate the
relative impacts of the inhibiting mechanisms. A follow up/companion

RTM study of the Engelbrektson columns by Cheng et al. (2016) showed
that bio-competitive exclusion of sulfate reduction was the most im-
portant mechanism in perchlorate treatment columns.

Comparison of the simulation results of the different cases showed
the relative impact of each mechanism (direct inhibition, heterotrophic
perchlorate reduction, PRSO) on effluent chemistry (Fig. 6). In the
absence of direct inhibition of sulfate reduction by perchlorate (red
lines in Fig. 6), sulfate reduction continued (after perchlorate injection
at day 0) and effluent sulfate stayed at zero for the entire time of the
experiment. Effluent sulfide remained high at ~20 mM (complete
conversion of influent sulfate to sulfide). Effluent perchlorate remained
close to influent values throughout the whole time. These results show
that this inhibition mechanism plays a dominant role in the experiment.

In the absence of heterotrophic perchlorate reduction (green line in
Fig. 6), the rate of perchlorate reduction becomes negligible, as shown
by effluent perchlorate concentration matching influent values
throughout the simulation timeframe. The direct inhibitory impact of
perchlorate was only able to reduce sulfate reduction rates particularly
in the first ~10 days. This mechanism was only responsible for redu-
cing sulfide concentration to ~8 mM. Beyond day 10, sulfide con-
centration continued to increase to pre-treatment values at the end of
the experiment, with corresponding decrease in sulfate concentration to
zero.

Similar to the removal of heterotrophic perchlorate reduction, in the
absence of PRSO (orange line in Fig. 6), an initial drop in effluent
sulfide concentration with a concurrent rise in sulfate concentration
was observed and can be attributed to the action of direct toxicity. The
direct inhibitory impact of perchlorate was only able to reduce sulfate
reduction rates particularly in the first ~10 days. Beyond day 10, sul-
fide concentration increased to ~12 mM at day 27, after which, sulfide
concentrations dropped to as low as 3.5 mM at the end of the experi-
ment. This drop, accompanied by the rise in sulfate concentration and
also the reduction in perchlorate concentration suggested bio-compe-
titive exclusion at work.

In all, these simulation results point to the toxicity impact of per-
chlorate as the most important mechanism for this set of perchlorate
treatment columns. This is in contrast to the findings of Cheng et al.
(2016) study, which showed bio-competitive exclusion to be the pri-
mary mode of mechanism for the Engelbrektson columns. However, it
should be noted that in the Engelbrektson columns, the pre-souring
phase was absent. During the pre-souring phase, the SRMs were al-
lowed to grow uninhibited, increasing the sulfate reducing capacity of
the system. The high sulfate reducing capacity in the soured system
with limited electron donors and low abundance of perchlorate re-
ducers translated to low perchlorate reducing capacity when per-
chlorate was first injected into the system.

In fact, Cheng et al. (2016) explored an additional scenario in which
the perchlorate reducing capacity in the system is diminished with the
SRMs being more sensitive to perchlorate toxicity (Kinhib = 2 mmol/
kgwater, within known limits as shown in Carlson et al., 2014) than the
original Engelbrektson perchlorate columns (Kinhib = 30 mmol/
kgwater). This is similar to situations in soured oil reservoirs, where
perchlorate reducers are not as naturally abundant as SRMs, and typi-
cally little is known about the perchlorate reducing capacity of the
microbial population in the oil reservoir. The model scenario is also
similar to the experimental setup in this study (in this study,
Kinhib = 1.5 mmol/kgwater). Their simulation results also showed that
perchlorate effectively suppressed SRM activity through toxicity as the
main mode of action. Together results from both studies highlight: (1)
the importance of the knowledge of site microbial community since it
can impact the selection of perchlorate dose rates, and (2) the need for
measurements of perchlorate inhibition constants of oil reservoir SRMs
(pure cultures and communities) to improve future model predictions.
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4.5. Cross columns comparison

The effluent geochemical results from the sandstone columns
(Fig. 5) showed some deviation from those of the bay mud columns.
Specifically, the initial breakthroughs of all three chemical inhibitors
were accompanied by rapid decrease of sulfide concentrations, except
the perchlorate column where a rebound was observed, similar to the
bay mud columns. For both nitrate and chlorate columns, sulfide con-
centrations decreased to below detection level by day 5 and sustained at
this level until the end of the experiment. This is accompanied by the
rebound of sulfate concentrations to ~20 mM, also sustained for the
rest of the experiments. During this period, nitrate concentration con-
tinued to decrease, similar to the observations in the bay mud column,
but at a lower rate, suggesting the establishment of the nitrate reducing
community in these columns. While the behavior of nitrate in the
sandstone columns is similar to that of the bay mud columns, both
chlorate and perchlorate treatment columns behave differently than the
bay mud columns. For chlorate, its effluent concentration was main-
tained at ~45 mM throughout the rest of the experiment, which suggest
that a sizable DPRM community was likely not established even by the
end of the experiment, and the suppressive effects on sulfate reduction
is most likely due to its toxicity on SRMs for the entire experiment. As
for the perchlorate column, a gradual decrease of the perchlorate
concentration was observed following the initial breakthrough. This
suggests a slow growth of the DPRMs in this column, but it never
reached a significant enough level to completely consume perchlorate
by the end of the experiment, contrary to the bay mud column. The
transient rebound of sulfide concentration in the perchlorate treated
sandstone column is similar to the bay mud column, supporting a
possible weaker toxicity effect from perchlorate treatment when com-
pared to chlorate. Note that, the sulfate concentration in the per-
chlorate treated column never reached the influent level (Fig. 5A),
suggesting a sustained level of sulfate reduction. Because sulfide was
not detected in the effluent, the produced sulfide was likely re-oxided to
elemental sulfur, thus removed from the aqueous phase.

While microbial analysis was not conducted in this study, the dif-
ference in the geochemical behavior discussed above can be explained
by the differences in the microbial community growth between the bay
mud and sandstone columns. Despite the longer experimental duration,
the sandstone columns likely experienced much slower rate of estab-
lishment for the DPRM community, and the observed geochemical re-
sponse in the sandstone columns indicates a prolonged period domi-
nated by the direct inhibition effect from chlorate and perchlorate
treatments. If the DPRM community was not fully established to com-
pletely consume the injected (per)chlorate, its full thermodynamic ad-
vantage over SRMs may not be realized even at the end of the experi-
ments. This difference in the rate of DPRM growth and community
establishment may be related to the differences in the mineral matrix
and the inoculation methods, where the indigenous bay mud incubated
under stagnant flow condition may have provided a more suitable en-
vironment for microbial growth when compared with the foreign,
sterilized sandstone matrix with in-flow inoculation.

5. Conclusion

Biosouring and subsequent desouring experiments were conducted
in this study to investigate (1) the effects of nitrate, chlorate and per-
chlorate treatments on souring control and the underlying mechanisms
and (2) the use of galvanic potential measurements for quantitative
tracking of sulfide dynamics during the experiments.

Our experiments demonstrated that all three chemicals were effec-
tive at suppressing sulfidogenesis. Bio-competitive exclusion seemed to
be the main mode which nitrate inhibited sulfate reduction. (Per)
chlorate treatments showed multimodal inhibition effects on sulfate
reduction. Specifically, our geochemical data suggested that toxicity,
direct sulfide oxidation, and bio-competitive exclusion were at work

during (per)chlorate treatments. Our results also revealed a possible
weaker toxicity/inhibitory effects from perchlorate treatment when
compared with chlorate, which warranted further studies. In terms of
perchlorate treatment, an integrated approach in which RTM simula-
tion results were coupled to geochemical data to gain additional in-
sights into the interactions between the underlying competing me-
chanisms of perchlorate was utilized. In all, simulation results point to
the toxicity impact of perchlorate as the most important mechanism for
this set of perchlorate treatment columns. Galvanic potential mon-
itoring was conducted to evaluate its feasibility for quantitative esti-
mation of sulfide concentrations under different matrix and treatment
conditions. The correlations between sulfide concentration and gal-
vanic potential were nearly identical for both sets of columns, in-
dicating insensitivity of this method to matrix and aqueous geochemical
conditions. The sulfide-galvanic potential correlation based on our ex-
perimental data is close to the theoretical perditions based on the
Nernst equation, indicating the feasibility for quantification of sulfide
concentrations based on galvanic potential measurements. These results
suggest a possible solution for quick, continuous and economical in situ
sulfide measurement technology based on, for example, downhole
galvanic sensor arrays located at the bottom of boreholes in oil fields.
Such an approach would be particularly useful in capturing onset and
immediate response to intervention, and to understand the dynamics of
sulfur cycling under in-situ thermodynamic conditions. The remnant
galvanic response at the end of the experiment suggests the need to
design robust electrodes that can function for a long time in the chal-
lenging multiphase oil reservoir environments at elevated pressure and
temperature conditions.
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